BagBox
Wind:!
Building time:!
Age:!
Reliability:

Material: One 20 litres plastic garbage bag (not that
kind that cracks whenyou press downthat final
empty box)!
Three bamboo sticks (from window blind)!
Adhesive tape

Light!
15 min!
8 years!
Good

1. Cut off the top of the handles and
the bottom of the bag as straight as
possible.
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2. Fold out the bag completely and lay it
down flat so the welded join is on the middle
of the back side. Measure the width of the
”bag”.
Width
Welded join

Cut!

4. Put a bamboo stick on the inside of the bag, exactly along the
welded join. Tape the ends of the stick on place. On the outside of
the bag put two equally long sticks, crossing each other. The
ends of the sticks should be exactly on the marks you made
previously. Tape the ends onto the bag. If your calculations and
measuring is correct, the three sticks now have one point in
common (though there is plastic between two of them).

•

•

Bamboo stick on
the inside of the
bag, along the
welded join.

Put tape on
this edge,
all the way
round, to
reinforce
what is to
be the
leading
edge.
Half width

Half width

3. Calculate how much one third of the half width is (hm!)
and measure that distance from each corner towards the
middle.
Put a little mark there.
1/3
•

•

•

•

•
•
Put a piece of tape across the stick junction.
(Close up of junction with tape.)

Tail
5. On the outside of the bag, put a piece of tape around the bottom
stick as reinforcement, at about 1/5 of the length of the bag
counted from the leading edge. Tie a small loop around the stick
and attach a line to the loop.
Fly and enjoy. (Add extra tail if the bagbox goes too wild.)

Marks put at one third of
half the width.

